Maximise your data security in the best way for your business.

A mode of deployment determines exactly how licenses are delivered and activated. Galaxkey gives you the choice of three types of deployment, all based on where keys and data are stored. It allows you to ensure that your data is secured in the best way possible for your business.

**GALAXKEY FULL-CLOUD**

The simplest setup for any enterprise and most suitable for small companies, or businesses that are entirely cloud-based. This deployment allows secure working without touching your infrastructure. It allows an enterprise to setup their own tenancy within Galaxkey’s ISO 27001 infrastructure. The keys and data for each enterprise are logically separated.

**GALAXKEY HYBRID**

Galaxkey hybrid deployment allows an enterprise to take control of their own keys and data, whilst keeping the external user management within the Galaxkey cloud setup. In this mode, a virtual appliance is setup in the corporate infrastructure and all corporate user keys and data is stored within that infrastructure. External user keys and data are stored within Galaxkey’s ISO27001 infrastructure.

**GALAXKEY ENTERPRISE**

The ultimate in secure deployment, this mode allows a complete cloud instance to be setup within the enterprise’s own infrastructure. This deployment is suitable for enterprises that have strict boundary rules and cannot connect to any external identity.
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